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The Influencer Code is the essential reference for any company looking to leverage the power

of influencers to elevate their brand and grow their business.From Fortune 500s to local fitness

studios, whether you offer financial services or sell donuts, reaching today's consumers is

more complicated than ever. More and more, marketers are reaching out to people who style

themselves "influencers": those people who have a big—and, more importantly—loyal

audience ready to hear what they have to say about anything.Yet despite "influencer

marketing" fast becoming one of the biggest buzz terms of the decade, it couldn't be more

misunderstood.Written by an accomplished entrepreneur, professor, and award-winning

YouTube star, The Influencer Code breaks down the biggest myths that brands are getting

wrong and shows you how to get it right by defining and showcasing what true influencer

marketing is and how to leverage it to achieve your business goals in a simple yet powerful 3-

step code.The Influencer Code simplifies the complex world of influencer marketing, covering

how to research, evaluate, and employ the right influencers for their markets, as well as how to

legally and strategically integrate them into marketing campaigns to achieve specific goals.The

future of marketing depends on forming authentic partnerships between brands and

influencers. The go-to resource for all things influencer marketing, The Influencer Code is your

shortcut to making that future a reality.



PRAISE FOR AMANDA RUSSELLAND THE INFLUENCER CODE“Amanda is simply a force

to reckon with in the influencer marketing industry and without question one of the most

valuable marketing experts you will find.”—Shane Barker, Forbes Council“...a game-changing

way of viewing the entire category of marketing for the future. I consider Amanda a true

pioneer in the field of influencer marketing.”—Joey Gonzalez, CEO, Barry’s Bootcamp“The

Influencer Code isn’t just an excellent book, it’s a plan for $7+ figure success both at the

personal and organizational level. A must-read!”—Erik Qualman, Digital Strategy Expert and

best-selling author of Socialnomics“Amanda is one of those rare professionals who has

mastered many trades and has provided a positive impact on my course, helping students to

‘see the light,’ and bridge from books to the real world.”—Greg O’ Brian, CEO and co-founder,

Noodle.Com and Professor, Harvard University“...an impactful book that will teach you all you

need to create and implement an effective influencer marketing strategy.”—Neal Schaffer,

author of The Age of Influence“Amanda Russell is a force of nature with an indomitable zeal,

and it’s all powered by a genuine passion and unparalleled insight and experience into a

subject very few can articulate better. Amanda BREAKS the Code—couldn’t recommend more

highly.”—Simon Kelly, CEO, Story Worldwide“The business world has changed. If your

company isn’t using influencers to grow, you are missing serious opportunities...a must-read

for influencer marketing.”—Mickey Quinones, Dean of the Robins School of Business,

University of Richmond“Amanda is a dynamo who is redefining how individuals and companies

should think about influencer marketing in the modern era.”—Tom X Lee, CEO and founder,

One Medical“The Influencer Code is what the marketing departments at many schools are

missing. With real life stories and pop-culture references, it is engaging, knowledgeable, and

essential for understanding what influencer marketing really is.”—Dr Dana Lascu, Professor of

Marketing, University of Richmond.“The Influencer Code is a must for anyone wanting to stand

out in a sea of numbers.”—Tamilee Webb, Hall of Fame fitness instructor“Amanda lifts the

curtain and demonstrates how the best influencer marketing is rooted in the basic principles of

brand partnerships and how you can apply them to make influencer marketing more

trustworthy, more accountable, more measurable and, as a result, more effective.”—Neil Waller,

Co-founder, Whalar, top Influencer Marketing Creative and Technology Agency“I stand as one

of Amanda’s biggest fans and fully recommend her as a valuable, needle-moving asset to your

growth.”—Jim Wolf, CEO, Ringers Technologies and former president, AIG“Finally, the

essential guide to influencer marketing has been written. Ignore this book at your own risk.”—

Jesse Itzler, author of The New York Times Best-Seller Living With a SEAL“...a master of

influencer marketing, and has powerful insights and recommendations to help brand leaders

divert their resources away from generating attention and toward increasing influence. I

consider Amanda a true pioneer in the field of influencer marketing.”—Chris Kneeland, CEO &

Co-Founder of Cult Collective and The Gathering of Cult Brands“...a must-read for anyone that

wants to deeply dive into influencer marketing and learn everything you should know about it. A

definitive guide for brands, professionals, agencies and students!”—Alessandro Bogliari, Co-

founder and CEO, The Influencer Marketing Factory“Amanda Russell is one of the brightest

voices in Influencer Marketing. With The Influencer Code, she has created the definitive, how-

to guide for practitioners. This book—true to its title—is the code.”—JoAnn Sciarrino, Director

of Stan Richards School of Advertising University of Texas“Engaging, thought-provoking and

addictive. This book is well worth the read, and a foundational element for your influencer

strategy.”—Kendra Bracken Ferguson, Founder, BrainTrust and co-founder, Digital Brand



Architects“The first book on the subject I dare to recommend wholeheartedly.”—Alex

Nascimento, Co-founder at UCLA Blockchain Lab, Faculty Marketing and Blockchain UCLA,

CEO 7 Marketing Media“Amanda thinks about influencer marketing in an entirely different way

and can demonstrate what she teaches so effectively (and entertainingly) that people actually

get it.”—Dr. Erin Fall Haskell, Host/Co-Producer of Good Morning La La Land“In the fast

moving world of digital marketing, Amanda stands out as a true expert. With The Influencer

Code, she DOES spill the code, with actionable strategies to help you break through the noise.

If you want to stand out and succeed in today’s world, read this book!”—James Dalthorpe,

Professor of Marketing, University of Texas and co-founder, BravoZulu“If you want your

business to maintain the status quo, do not read this book. But if you want to step on the throat

of your competition and win in the digital marketplace, crack open The Influencer Code.”—Bill

Biggs, President, Biggs & Associates and COO, Daniel Stark Law“...unrivaled insight on

influencer marketing.”—Turney Duff, New York Times best-selling author, journalist, TV

personalityTHEINFLUENCERCODEHOW TO UNLOCK THEPOWER OF

INFLUENCERMARKETINGAMANDARUSSELLHatherleigh Press is committed to

preservingand protecting the natural resources of the earth.Environmentally responsible and

sustainable practicesare embraced within the company’s mission statement.Visit us at and

register onlinefor free offers, discounts, special events, and more.THE INFLUENCER

CODEText copyright © 2020 Amanda RussellAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be

reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means,

electronic or otherwise, without written permission from the publisher.Cover and Interior Design
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Four Types Of InfluencersSTEP ONE: ALWAYS START WITH THE END IN MIND4: Setting

Smart Goals5: Beyond The Buzz6: The Roles Influencers Can Play Across Your

BusinessSTEP TWO: OBSERVE AND IDENTIFY7: Influencing Your Customer8: Measuring An

Influencer’s Influence9: Brand AmbassadorsSTEP THREE: CONNECT10: Crafting The
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MARKETING15: The Code in Action16: The Code of TomorrowFinal WordsForewordby Jesse

ItzlerAmarketing pioneer, a fitness and lifestyle expert, and a model walk into a bar. The

bartender says, “Hi, Amanda!”No, I’m not suggesting Amanda Russell goes to the bar so often

she’s on a first name basis with the bartender. I’m telling you that she’s a triple threat—actually,

she’s so much more than that, and you’re about to discover it firsthand.I first learned about

Amanda in 2011 on the way to a fitness boot camp she was hosting. It was right after work; I

met my friend Dan Gluck, the founder of Health Warrior, before jogging to West 12th Street

together, and as we ran down the West Side Highway, Dan told me about the woman I was to

meet. He explained how she’d been a collegiate track star training for the Beijing Olympics

when she shattered her femur and had to learn how to walk again. How she’d had to reinvent

herself and create an entirely new career, so she moved to New York City with only a used

bicycle and one month’s rent to her name—that’s it. How she’d self-started this entire boot

camp we were about to attend on a budget of whatever it cost to copy 100 fliers at Kinkos and

the Scotch tape she purchased to put them up on subway platforms, lamp posts, and

construction sites. How she was doing it all to pay her own way through business school.So

without ever meeting Amanda, I knew: Grit? Check.It was a warm spring evening, and we were



gathered on a pier hanging over the Hudson River. I looked around at our group of twenty, and

it seemed like her clientele ranged from beginner to expert. You know: “I want to lose twenty

pounds” to “I want to run through a brick wall without stopping.” Personally, I was a few months

removed from living with a Navy Seal who’d spent 31 days kicking my ass, so I was actually

looking forward to being pushed. And Amanda didn’t disappoint.But the most striking thing I

remember about that night was the quality of people who showed up—a collection of

powerhouses across so many fields. Successful by any yardstick, anybody would consider

them to be true influencers in their categories. Yet everyone followed her lead. I could tell

Amanda understood people, what motivated and inspired them, and most importantly, how to

get them to act. She was influencing the influencers; clearly, someone I should keep tabs

on.Over the years, our paths would continue to cross; Amanda even became the spokesperson

of Zico Coconut Water, a company I’d partnered with and later sold to the Coca-Cola Company.

She won the job (with no help from me), but I learned more about her and was able to watch

her career take off from the sidelines. As time went on, I began writing my first book, Living

with a Seal, and launched an online coaching course called Build Your Life Resume.

Meanwhile, she was busy building her Fit Strong and Sexy brand into one of the first online

female fitness subscriptions platforms, a company she’d eventually sell.In 2017, I picked up the

phone to call her. We needed to talk. I had an idea, in the form of an event called 29029,

designed to be the ultimate mental and physical challenge. I’d rented Stratton Mountain for a

weekend in October and wanted to see what would happen if you put together some of the

“grittiest-push-the-limits” type of people I knew (and I will say, my rolodex is not for the faint of

heart in this category). At the time, this challenge—hike up the mountain 17 times, the

equivalent of climbing Mt. Everest, in less than 72 consecutive hours—was something no one

knew was even possible. And the kicker? No one would be able to train for it.So, naturally,

Amanda was on my list.I wanted her involved—wanted the infectious energy, “won’t quit”

attitude and amazing networking she brings to the table—so I extended an invite. She’d said

yes before I’d even finished giving her all the details. It went like: “Hey Amanda, so I’m having

this event where you climb up a mountain and—” “YES,” she said, “I’m in.” I was happy she was

coming. When she arrived, she was prepared and ready to tackle the mountain. And in true

Amanda-style, she asked to bring in a whole other group of people from her own network—yet

more incredible souls to connect with.On the mountain, I got to know her on a deeper level.

(That tends to happen when you’re climbing a steep vertical and pushing limits.) But she wasn’t

pitching me or selling me or asking for advice; we were just talking—shooting the sh*t. And it

only confirmed my first impression of her: she was smart, genuine, a force of nature, with an

indomitable zeal...someone I knew I should keep an eye on. I watched her hike up that

mountain 17 times straight—finishing well under the allotted time, all while forming bonds and

bringing people together.Amanda killed it on 29029, on many levels. So a few weeks ago, when

she reached out and asked if I’d consider writing the foreword for The Influencer Code? I said

sure, why don’t you call me this weekend and give me the elevator pitch.She did, and I was

impressed. She brilliantly articulated how she can help others drive business, break through

the noise of fragmented markets and achieve the key to everything—getting action to happen. I

already knew Amanda was a top-rated university marketing professor and a serial

entrepreneur who’s worked with the biggest brands, from Lamborghini to The Plaza Hotel, but

what I hadn’t realized was that she’s also the creator of the world’s first accredited university

course on influencer marketing. A draft of her book popped up in my inbox right after our call,

so I started to read.Amanda, you weren’t asking me a favor to write this foreword, you were

providing me with an opportunity—an opportunity to be a very small part of this movement. So



thank you.As for the rest of you, keep reading. Trust me: The Influencer Code is much more

than a book—it’s the blueprint for influencer marketing.—Jesse Itzler, entrepreneur,

author,endurance Athlete and part-owner of the Atlanta HawksWhy We Need This BookWhen

you think “influencer marketing”, what do you picture? For many of you, the answer might be a

pseudo-celebrity with a big social media following—someone who functions as a walking,

talking billboard.You know the drill: high-pressure product placement selfies, breathless

testimonials, all-caps coupon codes, three-line affiliate links, and all manner of scammy,

spammy, and interruptive calls-to-action.Some of these posts might seem pretty slick at first

glance—it takes effort to look this good—but how do the brands or influencers find out if

they’ve had any real impact on their business goals?Are all of those followers real, engaged

people who actually want what you have? Or just a faceless army of bots? Even if the

audience is real humans does the ‘influencer’ actually exert influence over them? And if so,

does that influence translate to the action you are trying to reach with your brand?Add to this,

the increasing number of negative headlines...“The influencer marketing bubble is set to

burst”“Influencer Fraud Is Costing Brands BIG $$$”“Influencer Marketing: A Phony Industry

Based on False Premises”No wonder there’s so much skepticism! But here’s the thing: all of

these thoughts are based on false stereotypes.The world is largely confusing attention with

influence. Don’t get me wrong—as marketers, you absolutely need the attention of your target

demographic. But by suggesting that we simply need to get in front of our audience with a

great message, a great story, or an incredible product, we’re misled.Simply put, attention is

currency; attention is not success.In believing that attention is all we need, we overlook the

most important part—the source of the attention. In marketing, we thrive on attention, but

attention without trust is simply noise.Imagine the following. Notice how both scenarios have

achieved your attention, yet with completely different results:Scenario 1: I recently looked at

baby jogging strollers for a friend’s baby shower, and now I’m bombarded by all things baby.

From my Instagram feed, to my emails—everywhere I look, I see something for an expecting

parent or an infant...and every company claims theirs is the very best.I’ve seen and even

clicked on several of the ads or links, but did not end of buying any of the aforementioned in

ads.Scenario 2: My sister-in-law, who is also an active mom of two, highly recommended a

specific baby jogger. I Googled the name, and bought the stroller she recommended.Result:

While many of the ads got my attention, my ultimate behavior (to buy) was a result of the trust I

had in my sister-in-law’s recommendation.But why? It’s not that complex: people trust people. A

brand ALWAYS say their product/service/idea is great.Advertisements are a notorious turn-off,

and if we don’t end up just ignoring them, we take them in with skepticism. However, the exact

opposite is true when that same list of benefits comes from someone else’s lips—especially

someone we trust to give us the real scoop.Influencer marketing is one of the biggest

buzzwords in business, and Fortune 500 brands are increasing their investment year over year.

The influencer marketing industry is on track to be worth up to $15 billion by 2022, up from as

much as $8 billion in 2019, according to Business Insider Intelligence estimates, based on

Mediakix data, and that was before the exponential growth of TikTok and content creation

under quarantine during the 2020 global coronavirus pandemic. So, it’s safe to say, it’s not

going anywhere anytime soon. Seems like a simple solution to success, right? The core

concept is simple, but simple does not mean easy.In the modern market, if attention is

currency, influence is wealth. Everyone wants to have the kind of impact it takes to drive action,

but a failure to recognize that influence is king when it comes to building a business, leaves

you very vulnerable to failure.In order to leverage the magic of influencer marketing, we must

first understand influence.Data credit to MediaKixIt’s staggering to watch some of the biggest



brands, for all the millions they’re investing, fail at one or all of these three key things, which

also happen to be the three biggest problems marketers face when it comes to influencer

marketing:Selecting the right influencer (‘right’ being the key word)Engaging and connecting

with the right influencerMeasuring success of their influencer marketing effortsPut another way,

if you think that garnering a certain number of likes or followers on the platform ‘du jour’ is

going to help you grow your business, you’re leaving yourself very vulnerable to the incredible

speed at which the market is changing. If Instagram shut down tomorrow, the true influencers

wouldn’t lose their influence.So why do so many brands get influencer marketing so wrong?

And what can be done to turn their efforts around?This book was born to answer those

questions. Influencer marketing is much more than just another a strategy or a tactic. It’s a new

way to think, and a framework with the potential to transform your efforts...if you get it

right.Here’s the good news: If you’re willing to invest a little more time, effort, and intention in

your efforts to harness the power of influence, you’ll see a far greater response.Influencer

marketing can’t be a short game, because relationships are the key. Real relationships take

time.The bottom line is that to be successful in influencer marketing, you need:The confidence

to invest and collaborate with others, without focusing on competition or popularityThe common

sense to realize that people buy from brands they trust, not just the noisiest brand out thereThe

openness and generosity to share your own resources and audience with othersIn short,

influencer marketing is more than just paying someone with an audience to promote your

brand. Influencer marketing requires understanding true influence and who has that influence

over your target audience. It’s not about one-off transactions but rather must be built on

genuine relationships. It’s not a quick fix, it’s a long-term investment.“[Influencer marketing] isn’t

a loudspeaker that a brand rents to shout about their message and it’s also not a funding

source for influencers to take money from brands and not deliver on a marketing brief. This is a

marketing partnership between two brands and one where authentic and relevant partnerships

drive the most trust and affinity over time.”—Neil Waller, co-founder of Whalar,Top Influencer

Creative and Technology AgencyI’ve built my career—and helped others build theirs—by

understanding the need for this type of relationship and how to create them. And I’ve put

everything together here in The Influencer Code, creating a roadmap for healthy, efficient—and

above all, effective—relationships between brands and influencers. The good news is I’m not

teaching you anything you don’t already know; rather, I’m giving you a structured guide for

creating long-term, win-win, always-on strategic influencer alliances, including:What influencer

marketing is and is not...and why the difference mattersThe biggest myths and misconceptions

about influencer marketing that get in the way of achieving successThe four types of influence

and how you can put them to work for your brandThe many roles influencers can play across

your businessDefining the right business goals for your marketing effortsIdentifying, and

assessing the right influencers for your brand and goalsSelecting the right metrics to track

successCultivating a long-term relationship with influencers that moves beyond transaction to

shared valueFacilitating, strategizing and collaborating with influencers to produce high-impact

contentYou will walk away from this book with a 360-degree understanding of influencer

marketing, with all the framework and knowledge necessary to help you devise strategies,

accomplish real results, and build a reputation as an expert in the process. Throughout my

research, I reached out to over 150 colleagues and experts who have run or are currently

running successful influencer marketing programs or who are partnered with brands as

influencers. I asked them for their insights, case studies, and examples of how companies,

brands, leaders, and influencers are successfully using influence—and when they’re doing just

the opposite.I’ve filled these pages with stories, examples of influence at work (both good and



bad), and key marketing lessons. In school, we’re taught to answer questions; but as leaders in

the marketing space, we need to know how to ask the right questions and question the answers

—especially when no one else is.Ready to get started? Let’s do this!INFLUENCER

MARKETINGDEFINING INFLUENCE, MOVING PAST MISCONCEPTIONS, AND

UNDERSTANDING ITS POWER1Marketing is Evolving...and we can’t be left behindThe

marketing landscape has changed, and some marketers may feel like they’re wandering in the

desert. The traditional methods, venues, and strategies marketers have relied on for decades

are operating within a very different landscape than they had even just a few years

ago:Traditional media reach is falling off a cliff. As we develop new ways of communicating with

one another and consuming information, the channels we’ve historically used don’t have the

power they once did. By extension, marketers are losing more of their footing by the day.Digital

advertising is steamrolling every other format. This is where those advertising dollars are

going! Here, the problem lies in the increasing ad noise on these digital channels...i.e., the

places everyone went to avoid advertising.Hyper-fragmented markets lead to consumer

attention deficit (ADD). Every platform is chock-full of competition for eyes and ears. How do

you stand out when everyone is jockeying for attention? How can you hope to grab the

attention of someone bouncing between 17 smartphone apps in a grocery line?There’s been

humorous, yet entirely reasonable, claims that our current attention span is less than 8

seconds...which makes us slightly less focused than a goldfish. (Probably because they don’t

have those 17 apps.)Brands can’t be in 400 places at once. Even the advertisers with the

biggest pockets can’t and don’t try to be everywhere. So how do you know where to go with

your limited budget? And how do you make yourself worthy of attention once you get there? If

you’re trying to be everywhere, you end up resonating nowhere.Social media’s organic reach is

all but dead. Social platforms have gone from community meeting places to modern-day

advertising channels. Brands aren’t getting seen unless they spend—and spend a lot. If you

don’t have an endless budget, your organic impact will be limited.Content is no longer king.

Many marketers still tout content as the solution to all these issues. In 1996, Bill Gates

famously said content was king...and in 1996, he was right. But in 2020, you can publish the

best, most compelling content in the world without any guarantee anyone will see it. Not exactly

a royal result, right?Most important of all: Everyone. Hates. Ads. Dive for the TV remote! Click

the little “x” in the browser window! Flip the page! Anything to avoid being sold to for a whole

minute. No wonder an estimated 30 percent of internet users have downloaded some form of

browser ad blocker. What’s a marketer to do? Besides watch their budget evaporate before

they’ve made any impact on their prospective customers, that is.If they’re smart, they’ll focus

on those voices which already possess the ability to influence, inspire, and engage the people

they want to speak to: the influencers.You can break through and succeed in today’s—and

tomorrow’s—marketing environment, no matter where you’re starting from. But first, you need

to climb into the driver’s seat...which means it’s time to rethink your objectives, reevaluate your

metrics and shift from focusing on transactions to building relationships.INFLUENTIAL

RELATIONSHIPSRelationships are at the core of influencer marketing, and there are four

primary relationship types to consider.The influencer and you. This will be critical to your

success in influencer marketing: developing a mutually beneficial relationship between you and

the influencer you partner with. Starting with a shared set of goals, and a shared

understanding of how you’ll both contribute to realizing those goals, is crucial to success.The

influencer and their community. The influencers who have real impact in others’ lives know to

respect both the communities they’ve built, and the broader community they’re a part of. They

take the trust and respect they’re given seriously, and earn it over time through consistency



and value.You and your potential new customers. Can you live up to the endorsement you’ve

received? When a customer makes a purchase because of the endorsement of someone they

trust, we call it the “Brand Halo effect.” You’re receiving the “glow” of trust the customer has

placed in the influencer. But there’s no guarantee the Brand Halo will last, or that they’ll be

inclined to make more than a single purchase. It’s up to you to live up to the promise they see

in you.You and your existing customers. When you cultivate a relationship with an influencer

and their community, your customers may also be exposed to your collaborative content and

experiences. If this new relationship doesn’t ring true to the customers you have right now, they

may feel your brand is headed in a new direction—one which they might not want to follow.

That’s not to say different customer segments won’t respond to different types of relationships

and content; they can, and you can also cater to multiple audiences successfully. Your ongoing

authenticity will play a huge role in helping them understand that the brand they trust isn’t

leaving them behind.I’ll give you a personal example—one I’m not exactly proud of—which

taught me a critical lesson. When I was starting out in the fitness industry, I was approached by

a protein powder company to endorse their product to my community. I tried it...and it tasted

like a glass of chalk.I put it in a shaken smoothie, and it was a little less terrible, but then I

became curious as to why it tasted so terrible. Upon inspection, the ingredients read like a

chemistry experiment. Why would I want to put this into my body?I waffled about how to

respond; I needed the money, but I also worried about what my clients and followers might

think. Was I going to be proud of my brand if I did this? Could I recommend this to a friend—

which is how I view the people in my community—if I wouldn’t use it myself? Would I be

scamming them to make a quick buck?Well, I’ll admit it: I took the money. I knew better, but the

double digits in my bank account yelled louder than my common sense.When I think back to

the videos I posted, I do a full-body cringe.I don’t sound at all like myself, I don’t look

comfortable, and the whole thing is so forced. Then there was the comment section.“Um, I

thought you were Ms. Healthy Eating?”“Did you actually taste that crap? Completely

gross.”“The ingredient list reads like a chemical lab!”“I am so gone—unfollowing right now.”I lost

the respect of several of my subscribers that day. I followed up with an apology email not long

after I posted (and then took down the videos). I knew I had to own my mistake—and owning

my mistake actually helped win me back some respect.Lesson learned: if an influencer cares

about the community they’ve built, they’ll be wary about what they’re willing to recommend—

and that’s exactly the kind of invested, passionate influencer you want to work with. You’re on

the hook to build their trust, just as they’ve built trust with their own community.So, what do all

four of these relationships have in common?You can’t have a successful relationship without

trustIn the end, each one of these relationships depends on one critical and hard-to-foster

element: trust.Marketers love to talk about trust, but what does trust actually mean in the

context of influencer marketing?We want our customers to believe we have their best interests

in mind, and that what we say about our product or service is true—the problem is that people

tend not to trust a brand when they promote themselves, any more than we trust when an

individual brags about how great they are. We are more inclined to be open and trusting when

we hear it from a third party, someone we rely on for the truth. That is why the right influencer

is so powerful: they can completely transform how a person takes in and processes information

about a brand, product or campaign.The problem is that trust is as hard to earn as it is easy to

lose. That’s why influencer marketing isn’t like buying an ad or putting up a post on Facebook.

In a space full of quick transactions, influencer marketing is about committing the radical act of

investing in something long-term.Think of building a relationship with an influencer like making

a new hire for your business. You wouldn’t offer just anyone a spot on your team without doing



your due diligence first, and you wouldn’t be willing to invest in them without considering the

long-term impact. Yet the industry has largely been overlooking the same standards and

process when it comes to influencers.Influencer marketing is the modern approach for the

modern marketInfluencer marketing can be one of the most effective marketing methodologies

for both business-to-consumer (C2B) brands and business-to-business (B2B) companies. Not

only is this strategy scalable for all budgets, it can reach across multiple aspects of a business,

and provides a solution to the “interruption marketing” approach of yesterday.Influencer

marketing allows you to benefit from trust someone else has cultivated. If trust is the key to

successful and ongoing relationships, gaining trust through an influencer is a great way to

begin building trust with potential customers.Imagine that you’re hoping to launch a new line of

dog toys designed to help owners train their puppies. Most dog owners are incredibly protective

of their pets, so earning their trust is critical to earning their dollars. Through a detailed search

of influencers in the dog training space, you come across a professional who creates puppy-

centric videos for new owners.You don’t see them recommending any particular products in

their videos, though they use different tools as they move through their training steps. You

reach out to ask if you can send them some of your toys to try out with their four-legged clients

—no strings attached.Your toys get a great response from the puppies and an enthusiastic

thumbs up from the trainer—giving you the “in” you need to talk about a potential partnership.

When the trainer ultimately recommends your toys, you see an immediate response from their

followers. Why? The trainer rarely recommends anything except their own methods—so your

products must be worth the investment.A trusted endorsement fosters openness to everything

from a new relationship to a new product. That’s how influencers can help you make the right

first (and second or third) impression with the audiences you want to reach.Influencer

marketing enables you to target new niches. If you’re having trouble breaking into a new

market, or reaching customers with a particular set of interests or needs, building a relationship

with an influencer who has the trust of that audience can help you make serious inroads into a

new space.Let’s say you have a yarn company: you’ve done excellent job of reaching out to

traditional knitters making blankets, sweaters, and socks for their family and friends. You notice

there’s a growing group of people knitting as an experimental art form: craftwork that shows up

in art galleries and public exhibitions and commands some serious dollars.If you could get your

yarn into the hands of those artists, you’d be adding a new level of credibility to your product—

a brand boost that would introduce you to new customers, while adding a new dimension to

how your current customers see you, too.Making a connection with an up-and-coming art

knitter would also enable you to become a part of their story as an artist, to learn about their

community as they continue grow their audience, and to gain exposure to other art knitters

(and their die-hard fans).Influencer marketing gives you both immediate and long-term value.

You gain an immediate boost in your profile when you first create a relationship with an

influencer, and you build further trust as that relationship continues to grow and evolve.Imagine

you own a business that sells guitar strings and guitar accessories, like straps and cases. You

reach out to a music student who makes thoughtful, step-by-step tutorials on how to change

guitar strings, how to tune a guitar, and how to play some basic chords—videos beloved by

thousands of followers.You invite the student to tour your facility, to conduct an interview with

your head of innovation about new products about to launch—and to capture it all on video for

his audience. You might even invite him to meet and greet fans at your booth at a music trade

show. These different points of connection lead the influencer to feature your products in their

videos, and to introduce them to his audience.Over time, he evolves into a music teacher who

conducts more formal lessons online, continuing to introduce your products to his new students



and followers. You offer to fund some new filming and recording equipment, since he’s doing

such a fantastic job of getting your products in front of your target market. He’s thrilled, and

enthusiastic to keep singing your praises: a win-win relationship for everyone.He even gets

studio session work and takes his camera along to talk to other musicians—musicians he

shares your products with, and who add another layer of value to the content he creates for

you.Every step of the way, as his community grows, his impact grows—and your impact grows

along with his.Influencer marketing amplifies your multi-channel exposure. Anywhere your

influencer is, they create opportunities to share content about you—and their community will do

the same. That means you’ll be along for the ride on new or niche social platforms, in private

groups, at exclusive events...everywhere your influencer goes.The cost and time of adding a

new platform to your marketing mix can often be prohibitive, and if you don’t know the best

practices and community standards, you waste not only time and resources but risk damaging

your reputation. Entering a new channel via an influencer enables you to test the waters

without jumping in headfirst.Influencer marketing puts some of the burden of content creation

in someone else’s court. Influencers are already creating content for their audiences, and every

bit of content they create is content you don’t have to create yourself. Everyone knows that

content creation can eat up a marketer’s budget in short order—so let the content pros take

that stress off your plate!Let’s say a local foodie takes a snap of themselves enjoying a brew on

your patio and tells all their followers that they’ve found the ultimate place to enjoy a summer

sunset. To create this scene for yourself as an advertisement, you’d need to find models, hire a

photographer, and figure out which beer would engage your target audience most effectively.

Then you’d need to get someone to post the photo with a description that doesn’t sound

“salesy”...it just seems a little easier to get to know a real foodie, right?Influencer marketing

gives you content you can re-use. As long as your product still exists and your influencer is still

active and well-regarded, you can continue to share the content they create on a recurring

basis.You can also repurpose content across platforms. A speech can become a SlideShare

presentation, or be shared as a YouTube video. A YouTube video can become a series of short,

punchy clips you include in tweets. A PowerPoint presentation can be divided up to create

infographics that can be shared across platforms. The possibilities are endless. (Just make

sure you have the rights to use it!)Influencer marketing gives you bragging rights. When an

influencer with a strong community uses your product or service, you have an immediate “brag”

on your hands. Did supermodel and reality television host Karli Kloss get snapped wearing a

pair of your company’s yoga pants? You can share that image with, “As seen on supermodel

Karli Kloss.”All this took was paying attention to mentions of your product—social listening—to

know she wore them. Now you can share that valuable content over and over, through no extra

effort of your own.An implicit endorsement can be huge for a brand trying to generate steam. A

future customer might be searching the web for posterior-minimizing yoga pants, drifting from

site to site, clicking on several different brands, trying to figure out which looks the most

promising. Then they spot a pair of your yoga pants they like in their Google results, but they’ve

never heard of you.When they click through to your site, they’re greeted with an image of Karli

Kloss enjoying the very pants they’ve been checking out (and looking great, of course.) They

may already have been interested, but now a brand they’ve known about for mere minutes is

instantly validated: If a supermodel is wearing those pants, they must be good enough for

me.Why stop there? You can also build that relationship further by reaching out to Karli to

share more of your products, because you already know she’s a customer.All this can be

yours...if you’re willing to do it rightNow you know the secret of why the traditional approaches

marketers have used for years to win consumers over don’t work anymore. People don’t want



to be interrupted with promotional messaging, so moving forward, smart brands will need to

harness the growing power of influencer marketing to break through.Influencer marketing is not

about the one-off ad; it’s not a simple quid pro quo transaction. It is a strategy that must be

integrated across all areas of a business. It must be an investment, not an “add-on”.In the

coming chapters, we’ll work our way from the earliest stages of establishing business goals,

through to finding an influencer who will collaborate to achieve those goals, to creating content

their community will love—all while learning how best to measure your success.Recap and

ReviewKEY POINTS1. The marketing landscape has changed, and old strategies aren’t

working.a. Traditional media formats—in terms of both reach and effectiveness—have sharply

declined, with digital advertising moving to the forefront of consumer consciousness.b. As a

result, the market is more fragmented than ever before, making consumers more difficult to

reach. Even if you do manage to reach them, consumers have developed such a strong

aversion to advertising that “tried-and-true” methods are perceived as so much noise.c.

Organic social reach is all but dead and content is no longer “king.”2. The solution lies in the

power of influencer marketing.a. Influencer marketing is based on influence, which is the power

to achieve a desired actionb. Influencer marketing offers a wide range of important benefits,

including:i. Opportunities to present traditional marketing messages, using an authentic voice,

to an existing audience that is already predisposed to engage and respond positivelyii. Access

to multi-channel exposure, including new audiences and potential niche marketsiii. Both

immediate and long-term value through the creation of high-impact, reusable content—

developed by the individuals best equipped to do so3. To pursue influencer marketing

successfully, you’ll need to be prepared to manage several key relationships:a. The relationship

between you and your influencer(s)b. The relationship between your influencer(s) and their

communitiesc. The relationship between you and potential/ new customersd. The relationship

between you and your existing customers4. Just as with any relationship, influencer marketing

relies on mutual trust.a. The goal of influencer marketing is to utilize the pre-existing trust an

influencer has built up in their community to ensure your brand message is seen and engaged

with.b. Since you’re benefiting from (and relying on) trust that someone else has cultivated,

your responsibility to maintain a healthy relationship with your influencer(s) is crucial.MOVING

FORWARDIf the benefits of influencer marketing are so obvious and simple, why are we

getting it so wrong?FOOD FOR THOUGHTWhat sorts of people come to mind when you hear

the term “influencer”? Celebrities? Social media stars? Television personalities? When you

consider the definition of influence, do you think a successful influencer requires a social media

presence?2The Biggest Misconceptions About InfluenceAnd why they’re getting in the way of

our successPop quiz! Who has more influence?Pictured: Barack Obama (left) and a shoe store

owner (right).Ask almost anyone in the world, and the majority will immediately point to Barack

Obama. He’s a former President of the United States, and he still maintains an incredibly high

profile as a speaker and author.But what if you were looking for the right choice of running

shoe to help you train for your first marathon? Whose opinion would you rather hear?The other

guy’s not looking so bad now, is he?(MIS)UNDERSTANDING INFLUENCEPart of my job as a

professor and marketing strategist is to maximize revenue within a budget. We’re always

looking to get the maximum bang for our buck and make our research go as far as possible, so

I’m hyper conscious of paying attention to what works...and what doesn’t.Straight away, I found

myself running into the popular myths and misconceptions about influencers and influencer

marketing. I set out to write the book on using influence for growth, only to discover that

working with influencers is only a small part of a bigger story. In other words, you can’t work

with influencers optimally if you’re focused on the wrong metrics; i.e., if you don’t know what



true influence looks like.Let’s begin with the biggest misconception of all: popularity does NOT

equal influence.Best-selling author and influence expert Jonah Berger (Contagious: Why

Things Catch On and Invisible Influence: The Hidden Forces that Shape Behavior) explains the

difference between the two:“Imagine a video online that has a million views. What that means

is that a million people have seen at least a part of that video. It doesn’t mean they’ve watched

the whole thing, or that they’ve engaged with the video in a meaningful way. What it means is

that some set of people have seen it.The more people that view something, or even that like

something, the more popular it is said to be. If lots of people buy a certain product, it’s popular.

If lots of people listen to a song, it’s popular.On the other hand, influence is the power that

something has over some sort of recipient. I have a friend who knows a lot about music; he

may recommend that I check out a music artist that’s popular or unpopular—but if he

recommends it, it’s going to have some influence on what I buy. It doesn’t matter that he

doesn’t have a million followers online, because I know him and trust him.Simply put, popularity

is the number of people that like something or do something, while influence is the impact of

one thing on another.”Plenty of popular people and organizations have influence over our

culture in some way or another. But popularity itself is the state of being liked, even loved—

neither of which is the same as being influential.By that same token, going viral does NOT

equal influence. Let’s say you make a video about how your 2-year-old can tap dance on a

balance beam and it goes “viral.” When it comes to all the typical sought-after metrics on social

media—which usually include some mix of followers, comments, and shares—you’ve hit it out

of the park. But what did you actually achieve for all that awareness?Answer: not a lot. And

that’s why “viral” is a wildly empty metric. A social post can rack up huge numbers and still not

drive any sort of meaningful action. A bunch of eyeballs does not equate to impact, and being

the hot topic of conversation isn’t the same as being trustworthy.Organizational psychology

expert and best-selling author, Dr. Liane Davey (You First: Inspire Your Team to Grow Up, Get

Along, and Get Stuff Done) calls out this fallacy:“People believe they can become influencers

overnight by racking up some buzz. To become trusted and influential, it can take years of

consistently providing value.”Bottom line: just because you have the attention of someone,

doesn’t mean you have any influence over them. Attention doesn’t necessarily translate to

action...and it definitely isn’t synonymous with trust.Being famous does NOT equal influence.

While popularity is more about being liked, being famous is the state of being known. And

being known is not the same thing as possessing authority or trust. Recall Barack Obama vs.

the shoe store owner; the former president’s fame doesn’t make him one bit more qualified to

speak on arch support or durability.Of course, the former president isn’t known for

recommending brands of running shoe to his audience. But you will frequently see celebrities

posting about products on their social channels, which may only be tangentially related to their

area of expertise. When this happens, their fans can easily perceive these one-off

endorsements as the straight-up advertisements they really are.Coach, speaker, and author

Alan Stein, Jr. (Raise Your Game) certainly knows the power of celebrity—given his work

alongside NBA superstars like Kevin Durant for over 15 years—and he knows celebrity isn’t the

key to influence:“Too many people mistakenly believe you must be famous or a celebrity to be

a powerful influencer. In reality, you need to be trustworthy, credible, likeable...and you need to

earn your influence by providing value to those who turn to you. You attract your following by

serving them.Another big misnomer is that audience size is an indication for

influence...interpreting that more followers is better. People assume 10,000 followers are better

than 1,000 followers...but it’s just not the case. It’s the loyalty, support and engagement of that

following that matters most.”Neil Waller, co-founder of Whalar Influencer Marketing, puts it



brilliantly:“Follower numbers don’t equal actual reach. They don’t give any measure of true

influence with an audience and, most importantly, they don’t give any insight into the audience

composition.Given marketing is about conveying a message to a specific audience, influencer

marketing is worthless if it’s not actually speaking to the desired audience, regardless of how

niche or broad that audience is.If you were selling an everyday cooking product would you

advertise in Vogue or Good Housekeeping? If you had a fintech product trying to reach a

Canadian audience would you work with a very large tech influencer who actually has less

than 2% of their audience in Canada?”By focusing on audience size and reach above all else,

the results would be very misleading. To get the most accurate results, concentrate on who you

are reaching.An influencer does NOT need to be an individual...or even human! That’s right: an

influencer is any medium that has power or impact on the desired recipient.Think about this: if

the World Health Organization says to stop eating beef because of a disease outbreak, what

happens? The world stops eating beef. Stores pull it off their shelves and we are all too afraid

to eat a burger. Influencers are most often thought of as individuals, but widen your

perspective: they can also be organizations, brands, movements, nonprofits, awards, and

schools.Confusion about influence = confusion about influencer marketingWith our stack of

misconceptions that high, it makes complete sense that many modern influencer marketing

efforts often don’t accomplish their goals.There are a wide range of strategies that get lumped

in with influencer marketing—but they are widely making it worse, adding confusion, and

standing in the way to success.Influencer marketing is not advertising. Advertising is when a

brand uses a paid communications channel to convey a sales message. It’s fundamentally

transactional. Influencer marketing should be much more than a simple transaction, for

everyone involved. Plenty of influencer relationships will never see cash changing hands. And

even when money is involved, that’s not where the true value of these relationships lie.Author,

speaker, entrepreneur, and host of Good Morning La La Land, Dr. Erin Fall Haskell, points out

brands are wasting their time treating influence like advertising:“The most misunderstood thing

about influencer marketing is brands believing that an influencer can shout out or post about a

product and have it will automatically sell, like any old ad.Having a morning show in Los

Angeles, I’ve had hundreds of brands send me free swag. Sock companies, sparkler

companies, clothing companies, candle companies, hairdressers, and marketing companies

have all reached out. How are any of those relevant to me and my community? They couldn’t

tell me, either.The reality is unless the influencer is one hundred percent in alignment with the

mission and message of the product it isn’t going to sell, period. Influencer marketing is all

about bringing value to a community.”Platforms like Instagram are rife with influencers selling

products that may or may not have anything to do with their own lives, interests, or expertise—

let alone what their community wants, needs, or is interested in. If an influencer holds up a

product and a few thousand people hit like, do you think those people are going to buy it

immediately?No way. Yet that’s the prevailing mindset, and while a few may, it’s just as Dr. Erin

says: if the alignment is off, the sales will be, too.Influencer marketing is NOT social media.

This is a big one. While social media is a vehicle for extending your influence, that’s all it is: a

vehicle. It’s a communication channel to distribute and amplify your message. If I call you to

have a conversation and I influence you during that conversation, my phone doesn’t become

influential. Yes, social media platforms have the ability to reach a much greater audience than

any other communication channel in history—but social media in and of itself is not

influence.Influencer marketing does NOT happen solely online. Influence has been around

from the beginning of time—light years before the internet—yet we often position influencer

marketing as something that only happens online.The internet has enabled us to spread



messages, connect with more people from further away, and build bigger communities at

breakneck speed—but some of the most influential people in each of our lives are not those

who boast a large-scale following. They are teachers, coaches, politicians, activists, and artists

who see their communities face to face every day.I recently went to a live class hosted by an

Italian chef at my local cooking store. By the time we had finished working through his delicious

recipe, every participant was loading up on his cookbook, the $200 knife he’d used (and

recommended), and every kitchen on the counter next to him.Items we thought we needed?

Nope. Influenced to buy? 100 percent.See how that works?Yet agencies and marketers (and

let’s be honest, plenty of influencers) are still focused on empty metrics like follower counts,

views, likes, and comments. These are what I refer to as vanity metrics—they’re visible,

quantifiable, impressive on the surface...and ultimately meaningless. It’s easy to understand

the appeal: why not go with the easiest, quickest way of showing results, especially when

clients or bosses are breathing down your neck about showing ROI in a finite time frame?But

by focusing on these ‘vanity metrics’ we not only fail to get the full story or the most accurate

story, we fail to build genuine long-term relationships whose values go far beyond any short

term transaction.Marketing is not an exact science—rather, it’s a combination of art, social

science, and an endless psychology experiment. You’re dealing with the forces—conscious,

subconscious, and unconscious—that affect decision-making and actions. We can’t always

explain what contributes to our decision-making, because we’re not linear or rational in our

thinking and behaviors...as much as we’d like to think we are.We act within the complexities of

emotion, self-perception, and relationships...all of which are constantly in flux. Then, we justify

those actions using our own rationale.That’s why measuring influence can’t work like any other

traditional measurement process you’ve used.So what can we do?Answer: We need to

completely shift the way we view influencer marketing.It’s time to transfer the perspective away

from that of influencer marketing as a modern-day advertising tactic, to one of building real

brand-influencer alliances based on trust.Pulling from Jonah Berger again, he sums it up

well:“In today’s day and age, we’ve come to see influence almost as a negative word.

Marketers are trying to influence us, brands are trying to influence us...but influence by itself is

neither good nor bad. It’s all about the intent.When my best friend gives me a recommendation,

it influences my behavior, but it also helps me. It helps me make a better, faster decision than I

might be able to make otherwise, to my own benefit.”Real influence is the power of one source

on another, resulting in desired action. It is the capacity to have an impact on the character,

development, or behavior of someone or something.If we know what real influence is, our

definition of an influencer becomes crystal clear: an influencer is any medium (individuals,

brands, organizations, non-profits) which has the power to affect the actions and decisions

(real or perceived) of others by virtue of their authority, knowledge, position, or relationship.If

we as marketers aim to begin by understanding where true influence lies and work to develop

mutually beneficial long term relationships with those who hold the influence over our market,

then we’re much more likely to garner the results we desire...and achieve the bottom-line

business growth we need not only to survive, but to thrive in this increasingly fragmented

world.Recap and ReviewKEY POINTS1. We have been thinking—and continue to think—about

influencer marketing all wrong. Influencer marketing must be based on true influence, which is

an outcome, not a job title.a. Influence refers to the power one source has on another to affect

a desired action. It can also be thought of as the capacity something has to impact the

character, development, or behavior of someone or something.b. Influencers are the force or

medium—which can encompass individuals, brands, organizations, non-profits, etc.—which

has the power to affect the actions and decisions (real or perceived) of others by virtue of their



authority, knowledge, position, or relationship.2. Our misconceptions about influence and

influencer marketing continue to hold us back.a. Popularity is NOT the same as influence.

Popularity is the state of being liked, even loved—neither of which are the same as being

influential.b. Attention is NOT the same as influence. While “going viral” may result in a lot of

eyes on your brand and its message, if it doesn’t serve to affect purchasing habits or drive

purchasing decisions, then it has not influenced anyone.3. Influencer marketing is not

advertising.a. Advertising is when a brand uses a paid communications channel to convey their

sales message.b. Advertising is fundamentally transactional, whereas influencer marketing is a

relationship—a long-term investment that goes well beyond a one-off paid promotion.4.

Influencer marketing is not the same as social media marketing.a. Social media is simply a

communication channel which allows for the distribution of messages. So, while social media

platforms may have the ability to reach a much greater audience than any other

communication channel in history—it is not, in and of itself, influential.5. Influencers do not

need to be an individual...or even human.a. An influencer is any medium that has power or

impact on the desired recipient.6. For marketers to use influencer marketing effectively, what is

required is not a change in method—what we need is a change in mindset.a. Current

influencer marketing is far too focused on the wrong metrics, which is why so many marketers

aren’t getting their desired results.b. Marketing is not an exact science. By focusing on easily

quantifiable metrics like reach, likes, shares and comments, we miss out on the bigger picture—

and all the opportunities it offers.MOVING FORWARDPopularity doesn’t necessarily equal

influence, but there are certainly popular, influential people who drive decision making—just

look at Oprah. Having a ton of followers on Instagram doesn’t equal influence, but there are

certainly individuals on social media sites with millions of followers who hang on their every

word. So how do we determine when something is influential? More importantly, how do we

determine in what way something is influential?FOOD FOR THOUGHTWould you be inclined

to take Tiger Woods’ advice on life insurance policies? Do you consider a Wall Street

executive’s take on active wear when putting together an outfit to wear to the gym? What about

your next-door neighbor’s recommendations on tropical vacations?3The Four Types of

InfluencersAnd why you need to know the differenceLet’s talk about how we make our day-to-

day choices. Where do we get our recommendations? What shapes our thought processes

when we’re considering different options? What makes us decide to choose one thing over

another, or take a particular action?One thing is certain—there have never been so many

places for us to research the things we’re interested in, the things we need or want, or the

solutions to our problems. And the way we use all the tools at our disposal can shine a

spotlight on our priorities.One person might want to know what brand of running shoe Usain

Bolt, Olympic gold medalist and 100-meter dash world record holder, wears when he trains, but

someone who doesn’t follow competitive track and field might not even remember his name.

Instead, they’ll buy the brand of sneaker they see the most fit people sporting at the local

gym.One person might ask their tech-savvy cousin what type of smartphone they should buy,

while another might opt for whatever pricey phone Kim Kardashian has in her LuMee case on

Keeping Up With the Kardashians.One person might log into Reddit groups to get locals’

recommendations about the best rental neighborhood in a city while prepping for an upcoming

move, while another won’t speak to anyone but their family’s longtime real estate agent to get

the lay of the land.A family might see their friends living it up at a Mayan resort on Instagram,

and Insta-stalk them for the week to see if the place looks like fun, while another family logs

onto Reddit’s Disney forums to learn about cruises from die-hard fans.
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Lisa Cummings, “Aha! "Influencer" = an outcome, not a job title. I admit it. I sometimes used to

eye-roll at the idea of influencer marketing. After reading the book, I know why. It's because I

saw the same pattern: an attractive person (who I didn't believe) promoting a product online - a

product I suspected they'd never use in real life.Amanda's book clears up the problem. It was a

trust issue, and I wasn't seeing true influencers.The book outlines how influencer marketing is

*not* social media, advertising, and vanity metrics. Someone is not an influencer just because

they have a verified check mark by their name. "Influencer" is an outcome. It's not a job title. It's

real influencer marketing when it's relevant - coming from a person who knows the audience

well - and is trusted.I like how she goes over both sides: using it as a big brand, and also from

the perspective of the influencer.There's a good section on User Generated Content. I also

appreciated all of the specific examples. She didn't fill the book with platitudes from internet

marketers. She put credible research and key points throughout. It's a valuable resource for all

marketers to consider. She turned around this skeptic. Now I see that I've been influenced in

this way many times. The thing is: I didn't realize it because it felt so natural.”

Laura Garnett, “Great for entrepreneurs or small businesses wanting to be ahead of the

Marketing curve. In The Influencer Code, Amanda tackles the concept of using an often

misunderstood strategy in marketing; using Influencers to grow your business. She walks the

reader through a practical and easy to follow road map for using this powerful strategy

successfully. She dismantles the misconceptions and educates the reader in a straightforward

and fun to read way. I loved reading this and with each chapter, my wheels were turning on

how to take her suggestions and apply them to my business. This is critical reading for any

business owner or marketer looking to think differently about how to use Influencers in a way

that really works.”

Sandeep Dayal, “Getting Influencer Marketing Right. Amanda Russell’s “The Influencer Code”

is essential reading for brand marketers. “Influencer Marketing” has become the new catch

phrase in the media plans of corporate marketers. The problem is most of them know what it is

but don’t really understand it. Millions of dollars are being wasted on programs that don’t



work.The irony is that those programs, with the right code, could be highly effective. Amanda

shows how marketers can use influencers more strategically to market to their targets –

everything from how to select influencers that are impactful for their brand, build trust based

relationships with them, co-create compelling content, and more. The book helps you avoid

common mistakes, e.g. distinguish between popularity and influence and not mix up

advertising and social media marketing with influencer marketing.The Influencer Code also

steps well beyond strategy into real-world tactics, from showing you how to manage your

campaigns to how to write proper legal contracts with influencers. All of this works, because

Amanda is not just an instructor, but also has, in fact, created her own successful activewear

brand with influencer marketing and is a sought after influencer herself. She has been there

and done it all!”

Erik Qualman, “Essential Reading for Anyone that Wants to Grow Their Business. In The

Influencer Code, Russell's insights dramatically improved my knowledge on the oft

misunderstood subject of influencers. One reason I thoroughly enjoyed it is that Russell is also

a practitioner. She's an influencer having developed a personal lifestyle brand (that she

eventually built so large she sold it as a business) and she teaches the business side of the

equation as a Professor at the University of Texas. My top 3 takeaways:1. Define the right

goal2. Connect with the right influencers3. Create the right connection (as Russell explains -

this is critical!)This is essential reading for any business owner or marketer looking to think

differently to influence their customers, partners, and stakeholders. The internet has made

products commodities - they are too easy to replicate. The only way to standout is via

communication, influence, and customer service. This book nails the influence part.”

Beth Roye, “Jaw-dropping reversal of everything we think we know about influencer marketing.

A must read.. The sheer number of times I've had to stop reading to take notes on brand new

business ideas from Amanda's insights speaks for itself. This book is a jaw-dropping reversal

on the majority of what we would consider to be influencer marketing. No matter your industry,

reading this book will lead to stronger strategies, more authentic partnerships, and and mental

clarity when it comes to scouting and collaborating with talent. This book and more broadly,

Amanda's mindset, is the game changer you'll want to tap into as an "early adopter" on the

influencer marketing curve.”

Kristin Hughes, “THIS BOOK IS A MUST READ. If you are like me and floundering in todays

world of digital media - then go get this book. Amanda clearly lays out a step by step process

of how to become the greatest influencer you can be. She's been there and has successfully

navigated her way as a pioneer and professor of influencer marketing. She teaches you how to

rise up, step up and create influence in whatever field you are in. It is a must-have tool to

ensure your own success in the world of social media and beyond. I hope you enjoy it as much

as I did.”

Erin, “The Heart and Soul of Influencer Marketing. It's quality not quantity that makes influencer

marketing work, but how do you pull it all off right so that people actually buy a product? It's all

in this book, which not only walks you through the how and why of influencer marketing but is

also full of examples of both successes and failures in this approach to marketing a product,

service, etc. A major theme in the book is the importance of relationships in reaping the really

big rewards. You need the guidance in this book to know exactly how and why to build the

types of relationships you need so that you can build the trust you need for long-term



marketing success. There are no short-cuts to getting to the effectiveness you need for

success, which is why you need this book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A very enjoyable and educational read.. Amanda has written an excellent

resource for the beginner to the seasoned marketing veteran. Well done.”

Natalie, “Must read to connect with customers. Before executing your next tactic stop and read

this book! It’s a must read for any marketer who really wants to connect with their customers

and see results.”

The book by Amanda Russell has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 75 people have provided feedback.

Foreword by Jesse Itzler Why We Need This Book INFLUENCER MARKETING 1: Marketing

Is Evolving 2: The Biggest Misconceptions About Influence 3: The Four Types Of Influencers

STEP ONE: ALWAYS START WITH THE END IN MIND 4: Setting Smart Goals 5: Beyond The

Buzz 6: The Roles Influencers Can Play Across Your Business STEP TWO: OBSERVE AND

IDENTIFY 7: Influencing Your Customer 8: Measuring An Influencer’s Influence 9: Brand

Ambassadors STEP THREE: CONNECT 10: Crafting The Irresistible Influencer Opportunity

11: Making The Approach To Your Influencer 12: Defining The Relationship 13: HIIM: High

Impact Influence Measurement 14: The Keys To Developing Killer Influencer Marketing Content

APPLYING THE PRINCIPLES OF INFLUENCER MARKETING 15: The Code in Action 16: The

Code of Tomorrow Final Words
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